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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon everyone. Today, I would like to present my paper which is entitled “Variationist study in Lanna Thai: the mixture of Northern Thai dialects’ linguistic features with standard Thai dialect by local community radio anchors”.



1. Introduction 
Lanna Thai (NT) and its linguistic diversity 

• Lanna, a former kingdom for at least 700 years. 
• Comprising various ethnic groups. 
• According to the monolingual policy in King Rama 6th period  

in 1921 and the state decree in 1939 by Field Marshal 
Pibulsonggram, attrition of many regional dialects started to 
appear. 

• Standard Thai dialect are widely used and mixed by the 
younger NT generation speakers.  

• We will focus on the linguistic situation and the variation of 
two major dialects in this Lanna or Northern Thai dialects 
(NT): Yong of Lamphun province and (Kam)Muang of Chiang 
Mai province taken from conservative local radio anchors. 
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So, I would like to give you some background of Lanna Thai. Lanna Thai, actually used to be a one of former kingdoms which is situated in the Northern region of the Southeast Asia on the Indochinese Peninsula.This region comprises various ethnic groups who speak many languages and dialects of Tai-Kadai family as well as other minority languages. The emergence of monolingual policy in King Rama 6th period in 1921 (during that time) and the state decree in 1939 (Field Marshal Piboonsongkhram), the attrition of many regional dialects started to appear.Younger NT generation speakers employ their vernaculars in a mixed way by combining their local (NT) dialects and Bangkok Thai instead.  We will focus on the linguistic situation and the variation of two major dialects in this Lanna or Northern Thai dialects (NT): Yong of Lamphun province and (Kam)muang of Chiang Mai province taken from conservative local radio anchors.
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The yellow circles show/ indicate two target provinces: Chiang Mai and Lamphun. 



Examples of some observed tokens and their 
variations from the NT anchors in Lamphun and 

Chiang  Mai provinces 

Thai orthography transcriptions Meaning 

เฮา เรา เลา /haw-raw-law/ first or second 
pronominal 

เฮือน เรือน เลือน /hn-rn-ln/ resident 

ครับ คลับ คับ /kra b-klab-ka b/ male polite final 
particle 

หรือ หลือ /r: - l:/ or/ whether…or 

บ่(เอา) /b: aw/ not (take) 

ไม่(เอา) /ma i aw/ not (take) 
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As shown in the table, we observed that there are some mixed of words in terms of sounds and certain grammatical categories which are employed in a mixed way by Yong speakers of Lamphun and Muang natives of Chiang Mai.As you see, “haw, raw, law” are the 1st or 2nd pronominal as well as บ่เอา and ไม่เอา, as the examples.



Yong vs. Muang vs. BKK Thai dialect 
These dialects belongs to Tai-Kadai family, Southwestern Thai, 

East Central group 

Yong (Kam)Muang BKK Thai 
Language 

family and its 
sub-group 

Northwest , Lue group 
 

Chiang Saeng, Yuan?  
 

Chiang Saeng or 
BKK Thai 

 

Most found 
(Salient) 

NT provinces, Lamphun NT provinces, Chiang 
Mai 

Provinces in the 
Central part, 

Bangkok 

Cluster 2 2  
(the same as Yong) 

11 

Diphthong Not found 6  
(short and long ones) 

6  (including 
Muang dialect) 

Tone 6  6 (different from 
Yong) 

5 

Some 
Conditions of 

vowels 

Some sets of vowels can be in 
complementary distribution 
with Muang dialect’s vowels  

N/A N/A 
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Then, we would like to compare these three dialects regarding their linguistic backgrounds of Yong, Kammuang and Standard or Bangkok Thai dialects. These three dialects belongs to Tai-Kadai family which are of the southwestern Thai, East central branches.For Yong, it belongs to the northwestern branch and is of the Lue group whist Muang and BKK Thai come from Chiang Saeng group but they are differentiated by their sub-branches (Smalley and Gedney & Theeraphan L. Thongkham). Referring to their locations, Yong is mostly found in NT provinces, particularly in Lamphun province. Around 85% of people of Lamphun are Yong. Whist Muang is regarded as the one of the 4 major dialects in Thailand and mainly speak in Chiang Mai and of course BKK Thai serves as an official language of Thailand even though only 21% of its speakers.Regarding some conditioned of sounds and complementary distribution, 6 diphthongs in Muang will become monophthongs in Yong, e.g. /ua/ to /o/).Also, certain sets of Yong’s vowels can be in complementary distribution with Muang dialect’s vowels (all marked lower vowels in Muang will become the higher vowels in Yong, e.g. /e/ to /i/ and /o/ to /u/).Both of Yong and Muang have only 2 clusters which are /kw/ and /xw/.



2. Problems of the study 
 • Several local radio broadcasts/ anchors in 

Northern Thailand (NT) (Yong-Lamphun province 
and Maung-Chiang Mai province) have attempted 
to conserve their linguistic heritage by using their 
local dialects.  

• However, they involve switching or mixing with 
their local dialects (Yong or Maung) with various 
linguistic features adopted from Bangkok Thai 
dialect. 

• If we take a look on various level of linguistic 
variables (phonological and grammatical levels), 
we will be able to see the whole system of NT 
linguistic variation. 
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Problems of the study 

1) What is the causes/factors of change of NT 
radio anchors (Yong & Muang) conforming to 
BKK Thai vernacular? 
2) Who is the leader of linguistic change once 
we compare various linguistic factors across 
demographical factors in NT anchors? 
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3. Objectives of the study 
 

1) To investigate the distribution of the variation 
of (r), (Cr) and (negators) across three social 
variables based on the radio anchors:  

[1] Ethnicity by geographical origins 
[2] Gender 
[3] Type of the contexts/formality. 

2) To compare the correlation across various 
linguistic variables (their variants) with social 
variables (their sub-social variables) in order 
to find the leader of the linguistic change. 
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Linguistic/ Dependent variables 
 

1) (r) = [r-1], [l], [h]  
 
[r-1] included alveolar trilled [r] and tapped () presenting the 
prestige variants of BKK Thai. 

 
2) (Cr) = [Cr], [Cl], [C] 
 
3) (negators) = [bor], [mai] 
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Yong vs. Muang vs. Bangkok Thai’s phonology 
(Categorically) 

Yong Maung BKK Thai 

/r/    
/l/    
/h/    (In fact, it does exist in BKK 

Thai but it is not found in this 
condition) 

/Cr/    
/Cl/    
/C/    
mai    

bor    (*only found in the literary  
and Thai literatures) also, ‘mi’, 
‘pa j’ and ‘hon’ (Pittayaporn et 
al., 2011) 10 
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In this table, we show the such dialects phonology, by categorical. For example, the phoneme /r/, trilled and tapped,  it is not found in Yong and Muang but found in BKK.For /l/, lateral liquid, we find it elsewhere across these three dialects.For /h/, glottal, even though in fact we found across three dialects, this token will be conditioned by placing only at an initial position of the word with specific meaning. Thus, it is not found in BKK Thai after all. Like /Haw/ for the first pronominal of NT dialect.For /Cr/ and /Cl/, they do not exist in those NTs but do exist in BKK Thai. And [C-zero] is the negotiated form which can be found elsewhere.For ‘Bor’, it is found in all three dialects but for BKK we just found it in Thai literary terms or literature and  it is not found in the normal speech. In addition,  ‘mi’, ‘paj’ and ‘hon’ (are also found in BKK Thai by  Pittayaporn and his team 2011)



Social/ Independent variables 
 

1) Ethnicity by geographical origin 
- Yong (NT-Lamphun province) 
- Muang (NT-Chaing Mai province) 

 
2)  Gender  
- Male  
- Female 
 
3)  Types of contexts/ Formality:  
- Formal context  
- Informal context 
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 In terms of Type of the contexts, we decided them roughly by taking several factors into account.It consists of two categories, that is formal and informal context. We consider them from the topics of the speaking, the tone of the story-telling, word choices, voices, jokes including, and number of laughing.



4. Hypotheses  
(on the social factor basis) 

 1. Ethnicity by geographical origin:  
 Yong might use [r-1] and [Cr] and [mai] more than Muang.  
  
2. Gender:      
 Female might use [r-1] and [Cr] and [mai] more than Male.  

 
3. Type of context/ Formality:    
 In the formal context, [r-1] and [Cr] and [mai] might be 

employed more than informal context. 
 
4. Multivariate analysis and the leader of change:  
 Female, Yong, in the formal context, might become a leader 

of a linguistic change (to conform their vernaculars to BKK 
Thai dialect phonological and grammatical system). 
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 Why we focus on Yong people. This assumption is based on various linguistic and anthropological studies. They mentioned that Yong people tended to be embarrassed to use their Yong dialects once they have to articulate to other people from other regions or even they have to speak to Muang people who lives in the same province or Lamphun or the province nearby Chiang Mai in the same region or Northern Thai from Maliwan (2005). Thus, their dialect will be converged to the mainstream dialect, that is the Muang and most powerful one, like BKK Thai.



5. Reviews 

• Literatures and related works  
• Labov (2001; 2006) 
• Trudgill (1986) 
• Chamber (2003) 
• Bebee (1974) 
• Bell (1997) 
• Pittayaporn et al. (2011) 
• Macaulay (2005) 
• Etc. 
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6. Methodology 
 

• Data: Connected speeches, around 10-15 mins 
per speaker 
 

• Participants: 2 ethnicities X 2 genders X 2 types 
of the context = 8 people 

 
• Source of data: digitally recorded from internet 

radio and local radio channels (FM) claimed to be 
Yong people from Lamphun province and Muang 
people from Chiang Mai province 
 

• Age: over 35 years old 
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Examples from the anchors' speech 
Ex.1 Kongkoi ghost-in 
 วิ่งเร็วขนาดไหน มนัก็บต่นัยา่ผีกองกอย 
wi rew kha na t na i man k: b tan a : phi: kok 
“No matter how fast he could run, he cannot run as 
fast as the Kongkoi ghost.” 
 
Ex. 2 Yong-Ineloquent hungry-In 
 เพง อยากเป็นคนฮกับอ่ยากเป็นจู๊ 
phe a k pen khon ha k b a k pen cu: 
“With a song, (I) want to be your lover, not your 
secret lover/ mistress.” 
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Each token will be count as one score.From Ex.1, in fact, they have their own Yong word, like โล่น for run but they mix it.



Examples from the anchors’ speech 
Ex.3 Phra Inthorn-For 

  เอาจ๋นเดือดร้อน ฮ้อน*ไหม้ 
 aw con dt ro n ho n* ma i 
 “Make yourself in trouble a great deal.” 
 
Ex.4 Yong-smoked orange-For 

  ยบัยัง้เซลล์มะเลง็และเลื่องของโลคเบาหวาน 
  a pa  sel ma  le l la kho lo k bawa n 
 “To restrain the cancer cells spreading, and 
 diabetes.” 
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We carefully check the word that can be used by [h] only. These they will be converted into three ways. From (r), it can be generated into [r] or [l] or [h] for NT speakers. Also, it is very interesting to see the variants of [l] of variable (r) as well. ตัวอย่างนี้ระวังโดนถามเรื่องการไม่ระวังคำที่ไม่สามารถเป็น h ได้ เมื่อยืม concept มากจำคำ กรุงเทพที่เป็น ร**** ตัวอย่างนี้อาจจะต้องตัดทิ้ง แต่จริงๆ แล้วอาจไม่ต้องตัดทิ้ง เพราะ เราอาจจะบอกไปว่าแทนที่  ร จะเป็น ล หรือ ฮ  แต่กลับกลายเป็น ขึ้นอยู่กับระดับความสามารถของผู้พูด และวัยของผู้พูด เพราะ คำที่บังคับเป็น ฮ ยังออกเสียงเป็น ร หรือ ล ได้ (ที่ผิดจาก categorical) และเด็กๆ ในยุคหลังๆ อาจจะทำผิดมากขึ้นโดย ไม่รุ้ว่า เสียงพยัญชนะต้นจากคำยืมจากไทยกลางที่ไม่สามารถเข้าเงื่อนไข จาก ร-ล-ฮ  ได้ ก็กลับทำเข้าทำเข้าให้ได้ และใช้ตามนั้น เช่น เรื่อง-เลื่อง-เฮื่อง*  หรือ โรค-โลค-โฮค* ก็กลับทำกัน ซึ่งเราก็จะต้องทำการวิเคราะห์อีกครั้งในเรื่องนี้ โดยเน้นเรื่องเสียง ร ที่ไม่สามารถเข้าเงื่อนไข ฮ ในภาษาเหนือได้ แต่ก็เริ่มจะมีเด็กเหนือยุคใหม่เริ่มจะออกแบบผิดๆ กัน ซึ่งก็จัดว่าเป็นการแปรแบบหนึ่งเช่นเดียวกัน



Statistics and analyses 
1) Raw score & Percentage (%) 

 
2) Making a corpus: per 1,000 words and 
their total wordcounts (Macaulay, 2005) 

 
3) Chi-square test (correlation and 

significant different) through R-for 
Statistics 
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 The reason why we use the per thousand as well as percentage because the per 1000 word finding will show the different angle of data. It is more suitable for the corpus base study. However, in general, we employ them both, percentage and per 1000 word once we interpret our findings. You can read this further in Macaulay (2005).



Wordcount in the corpus 
total = 17,864 words 

Social factor Sub-social factor Total word counts 

Ethnicity 
Yong 9,463 

Maung 8,398 

Gender 
Male 7,165 

Female 10,695 

Formality 
Formal 9,069 

Informal 8,765 
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 Here, in the criteria of gender, it seems that female speakers have more wordcounts than male ones.
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  code 
Muang Yong  

Female Male Male Female 

Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal 

va
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at
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Ko
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i 
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t 

Ph
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M
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n 
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-
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Yo
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-
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ds
 

(r) 

[r-1] 15 29 0 5 9 0 43 33 
[l] 21 18 43 16 44 16 62 56 
[h] 35 6 20 39 53 17 19 16 

sum 71 53 63 60 106 33 124 105 

(Cr) 

[Cr] 24 23 0 12 6 1 7 13 
[Cl] 5 7 1 4 0 0 14 6 
[C] 47 12 54 50 25 31 5 16 
sum 76 42 55 66 31 32 26 35 

(negator) 

[bor] 5 34 15 25 24 12 7 4 
[mai] 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
sum 5 34 15 25 24 12 16 4 

Raw score 
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Percentage (%) 

code 

Muang Yong 
Male Female Male Female 

Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal 

  Ph
ra

ya
 T

ilo
ka

ra
ja
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ra
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Yo
ng

-s
up

er
ad

s 

[r-1] 0 8.33 21.12 54.71 8.49 0 34.67 31.42 

[l] 68.25 26.66 29.57 33.96 41.5 48.48 50 53.33 

[h] 31.74 65 49.29 11.32 50 51.51 15.32 15.23 

[Cr] 0 18.18 31.57 54.76 19.35 3.12 26.92 37.14 

[Cl] 1.81 6.06 6.57 16.66 0 0 53.84 17.14 

[C] 98.18 75.75 61.84 28.57 80.64 96.87 19.23 45.71 

[bor] 100 100 100 100 100 100 43.75 100 

[mai] 0 0 0 0 0 0 56.25 0 
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code 

Muang Yong 
Male Female  Male Female 

Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal 

word counts (sum = 
17,861) 1,719 1,744 1,863 3,072 2,784 918 2,730 3,031 

Approx. Time (mins) 10 10 9 16.3 16 7 16 14 

  

Ph
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[r-1] 0 2.9 8.1 9.5 3.2 0 15.8 10.9 
[l] 25 9.2 11.3 5.9 15.8 17.4 22.7 18.5 
[h] 11.6 22.4 18.8 2 19 18.5 7 5.3 
[Cr] 0 6.9 12.9 7.5 2.2 1.1 2.6 4.3 
[Cl] 0.6 2.3 2.7 2.3 0 0 5.1 2 
[C] 31.4 28.7 25.2 3.9 9 33.8 1.8 5.3 
[bor] 8.7 14.3 2.7 11.1 8.6 13.1 2.6 1.3 
[mai] 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 0 

Per 1,000 words 
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 Let’s take a look for their finding’s summary.



Some glances  
 

• The [r-1] and [l] found a great deal.  
• Lots of [C] are used (negotiated form). 
• The [Cl] is less used, and surprisingly [Cr] is 

heavily used. 
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Chi-square test: Ethnicity 
Social variables Ethnicity 

Variants Yong VS. Muang Chi-square test 

[r-1]  >   X-squared = 5.4211, df = 
1, p-value = 0.0199 

[l]  >   X-squared = 14.3774, df 
= 1, p-value = 0.0001496 

[h]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 0.1868, df = 
1, p-value = 0.6656 

[Cr]  <  X-squared = 15.1505, df 
= 1, p-value = 9.927e-05 

[Cl]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 0, df = 1, p-
value = 1 

[C]  <   X-squared = 40.6572, df 
= 1, p-value = 1.814e-10 

[bor]  <   X-squared = 12.8442, df 
= 1, p-value = 0.0003385 

[mai]  >   
 

X-squared = 6.2075, df = 
1, p-value = 0.01272 
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 Yong are marked for [r], [l] and [mai] whist Muang is marked for [Cr], [C-zero] and [bor]. We should aware that these phonological features are all employed and well-distributed across speakers but some pairs of them do not significant different when we compared them. However, excluding negator, mai behaves differently. It has been used by only one female (out of 4) Muang speakers.



Chi-square test: Gender 
Social variables Gender 

Variants Male VS. Female Chi-square test 

[r-1]  <   X-squared = 6.2075, df = 
1, p-value = 0.01272 

[l]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 0.8958, df = 
1, p-value = 0.3439 

[h]  >   X-squared = 42.8576, df 
= 1, p-value = 5.887e-11 

[Cr]  <   X-squared = 10.8442, df 
= 1, p-value = 0.000991 

[Cl]  <   X-squared = 9.8036, df = 
1, p-value = 0.001742 

[C]  >  X-squared = 68.1884, df 
= 1, p-value < 2.2e-16 

[bor]  >   X-squared = 18.8042, df 
= 1, p-value = 1.448e-05 

[mai] 
 
 <   X-squared = 4.4729, df = 

1, p-value = 0.03444 
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 Female is marked for [r], [Cr] nad Mai. Whist its counterpart, male is salient in [h], [C-zero] and [bor].



Chi-square test: Type of context 
Social variables Type of contexts 

Variants Formal VS. Informal Chi-square test 

[r-1]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 0.0121, df = 
1, p-value = 0.9125 

[l]  >   
X-squared = 12.1237, df 
= 1, p-value = 
0.0004978 

[h]  >   X-squared = 9.5511, df = 
1, p-value = 0.001998 

[Cr]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 1.7974, df = 
1, p-value = 0.18 

[Cl]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 0.0504, df = 
1, p-value = 0.8223 

[C]  NOT SIG  X-squared = 1.174, df = 
1, p-value = 0.2786 

[bor]  >   X-squared = 5.7295, df = 
1, p-value = 0.01668 

[mai]  >   
 

X-squared = 6.8388, df = 
1, p-value = 0.00892 
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In terms of context, the Formal context is marked for [l], [h], and both negators bor and mai. The rest of them do exist but do not significant different.



Multivariate analysis 
Ethnicity 

Yong Muang not SIG 

[r-1] [Cr] [h] 

[l] [C [Cl] 

[mai] [bor] 

Gender 

Female Male not SIG 

[r-1] [h] [l] 

[Cr] [C 

[Cl] [bor] 

[mai] 

Type of Context/ formality 

Formal Informal not SIG 

[l] [r-1] 

[h] [Cr] 

[bor] [Cl] 

[mai]  [C 
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 We compare these demographical variables and types of context across various levels of linguistic variables. The blue marks are the negotiated/  forms that could appear elsewhere.



Summary of the multivariate analysis 

Conforming to BKK 
Thai dialect Gender Type of the context Ethnicity 

[r-1] 
[Cr] female formal Yong 

[Cl] all requirement 
found only [mai] 

and lack of the rest 

most required ones 
found but lacking of 

[Cr] plus [l]  
[mai] 

Conform to Yong 
and Muang dialect Gender Type of the context Ethnicity 

[h] male formal Muang 

[bor] 
all requirement plus 

[C 
all plus extra [l], [h] 

and [mai]  
have [bor]  but lack 

of [h] 
[mai] could be deleted since it 

is the subset of male? 

Negotiated/default 
forms found almost 

three dialects 

[l],[C 
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 To test the hypotheses, these groups of linguistic variables are assumed to conform to such group of dialects. First, the group of features which comply with BKK Thai dialect. The other is to conform to NT dialects (Yong and Muang are relatively closed to each other). The green one refers to the default forms which are lateral [l] and [C-zero]. Next slide is the summary of these results.



Findings by social factors  
 
 

1) Ethnicity by geographical origin:  
  Yong might use [r-1] and [Cr] and [Mai] more than Muang.  
  ANSWER: (Partially correct. Yong is found to use less [Cr] and 

 plus [l].) 
 
 2) Gender:    
  Female might use [r-1] and [Cr] and [Mai] more than Male.  
  ANSWER: (Correct. Females use all of them and plus [Cl].) 
 
 3) Type of context/ Formality: In formal contexts, [r-1] and [Cr] and 

 [mai] might be employed more than in informal contexts. 
 ANSWER: (Partially correct, merely [mai] are found  in formal 
 contexts more than the informal ones.   
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4) Multivariate analysis and the leader of change: 
 4.1) ANSWER: partially correct. Female, Yong, (only [mai] in 

the formal context – outlier?), might become a leader of this 
focused linguistic change in terms of conforming their 
vernaculars to BKK Thai by referring to [r], [Cr] and [mai] 
variants as the markers of BKK Thai. 

 
 4.2) Male in both groups are more categorical when we refer 

to [h] and bor variants.  
 
  
 
 

 

Findings by social factors  (Cont.) 
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Other Findings 

5) [l] is found a great deal. This results might come from 
that NT dialects having borrowed  many novel concepts 
form BKK Thai dialect. NTs convert these new concepts of 
/r/ of BKK Thai tokens into   /l or h/ of NT dialects.  
(BKK Thai features are localised by NT speakers.) 
 
6) Negator bor is still the categorical form used by the NT 
people and mai is still performed by the outlier (female-
yong-formal).  
 
7) Relation between the [r] and [Cr]: we might assume 
that [r] and [Cr] have a correlation in females.  
 31 
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Other Findings (cont.) 
 

8) In most formal contexts, both dialects seem 
to conserve most of their linguistic features 
(once we excluded the oddball). 
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From an 
outlier!?! 
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 Thus, in this case we might need to delete an outlier. And leave her for our discussion.



8. Discussion 
1) Female as a leader of linguistic change 

 1.1) Females might treat language as the fashion, use the 
new and more prestige forms and are sensitive to the 
stigmatised forms as the gender’s paradox (Labov, 2001: 292-
3). Thus they are the leader of linguistic change. 

 
 1.2) Female anchors become more mixed and more 

concerned about the audiences of radio broadcast than that 
of males. They are more aware of being broadcasted and 
make it becomes mutual intelligible. They mixed their NT 
dialects with BKK Thai dialect a lot. Thus, this might be in 
accordance with the theories of linguistic accommodation 
(Trudgill, 1986) and/or audience-design model of style 
shifting (Bell, 1997). 
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 From 1.2: the female anchor of smoked orange stated the importance of mutual intelligibility of other regions very often, thus she mixed her NT dialect with BKK Thai a lot.



1) Female as a leader (Cont.) 

1.3) Hyper correction usages (Labov, 1972:126) 
are found. 
- Quantitatively, 26.19%,  [r] for (r): tapped [] to 
prolonged trilled [r*]  
- Qualitatively, [r] trilled for (l) (not focused 
here).  
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  (REF.) Hyper correction usages (Labov, 1972:126) are found both quantitatively, [r] for (r): tapped [] to prolonged trilled [r*] and qualitatively, [r] trilled for (l). However, we do not focus on (l)). (table of 1000 words)E.g. Quantitative hyper correction: 11 out of 42 or 26.19% found for prolonged trilled [r] for (r) in the female speaker, Muang, informal.  Also, two female anchors perform qualitative hypercorrection. We can conclude that NT Female is the leader of linguistic  change and conforms to the BKK Thai dialect more than male.  (lots of [r], [Cr], [Cl] and [mai]; less use of [h] and [bor]).



Qualitative Hypercorrection (l) to [r]* 
 Ex. 5 Kongkoi ghost-in 
  

ยืนเปรือย*กาย 
nan pra* kai 
“To stand naked” 

  
ด้วยความอารัย*รัก 

duaj khwam : rai* ra k 
“to grief over the loss of someone”  

 
Ex. 6 Yong-smoked orange-For 
 

ปรอด*จากมะเลง็น่ี มะเลง็น่ีเฮา 
pr:t* ca k ma  le ni : ma le ni : haw 

“To be free from cancer, we should …” 
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2) Males are more conservative or 
retain covert prestige forms 

[h], [bor] 
more conservative, more categorical use and  
more covert prestige realisation (Labov, 2001) 
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3) Dialect contact: mixing? 
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3.1) Only (r) distribution of Yong NT changes to 
BKK Thai more than Muang’s counterpart by 
looking at [r]’s distribution which is found a lot. 
(NT conforms to BKK Thai?). 
3.2) [Cl] of (Cr) is rarely used. It might be in the 
process of borrowing in NT rather than pass 
through the same process of change like [l] in (r) 
in BKK Thai. (NT does not conform to BKK Thai?). 

Presenter
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 (REF) 3.1)Even if [Cl] is the liquid like [l], most speakers (except for an outlier –smoked orange female Yong) use [Cl] very little. This shows that heavy use in [Cl] does not appear in NT anchors. ([Cl]’s distributions are rarely statistically significant across two social variables). Note: In fact, (Cl) will be the evidence of NT dialect speakers passing through the same process of production’s easiness of using [Cr] in BKK Thai but it does not exist in NT ones.In addition, most NT anchors (except in formal contexts) use [Cr] and [C] a great deal with a lack of [Cl]. This is a surprising finding. 3.2) Thus, lot of use in[Cr] and [C] and less use of [Cl], we might claim that NT anchors treat BKK Thai concepts pronounced in (Cr) as a foreign language by borrowing them directly rather than passing through the same stage of easiness of speech production and/or attention to speech production of sound [C > Cl > Cr] of BKK Thai. - In BKK Thai speech, [C] is supposed to found more than [Cl] and [Cl] found more than [Cr], respectively. NT speakers skipped [Cl]’s step of (Cr)!(Evidence is shown in per 1000 word table at [Cl] frequency.) Thus, this does not a direct transplant. Note: [Cr and Cl] are not used in Yong and Muang, categorically.



Points to ponder from (3.1) & (3.2) 

 Thus, the system of (r) of [r-1] and (Cr) of [Cl] 
distribution across multi-social variables are still 
fuzzy and contradict each other - it seem to be 
mixed. We need to test more about how NT dialects 
are changing.  

Emergence of a new dialect formation?  
(As a Koine ? Test children –  

next research! ) 
Or 

Convergence of NT dialects to BKK Thai?  
(As a Dialect levelling? Test adults) 
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In linguistics, a koiné language (common language in Koiné Greek) is a standard language or dialect that has arisen as a result of contact between two or more mutually intelligible varieties (dialects) of the same language. Kerswill identifies two types of koinés: regional and immigrant. (We found now mostly immigrant koine). Koine is emerged in new town, or the new dialect formation  which will be expected to appear in the late second to third generation od a new community.Since the speakers have understood one another from before the advent of the koiné, the koineisation process is not as drastic as pidginization and creolization. Normal influence between neighbouring dialects is not regarded as koineisation. A koiné variety emerges as a new spoken variety in addition to the originating dialects; it does not change any existing dialect. This separates koineisation from normal evolution of dialects.[citation needed]Mesthrie recognizes 2 basic steps in this process: accommodation and focusing. Peter Trudgill sees 3  processes in operation during what Mesthrie calls the accommodation period: mixing, leveling and simplification. The processes of leveling and simplification are both dependent on a wide range of factors, including the differential prestige related of the contributing dialects, socio-political contexts in which the new dialect develops, and individual networks of adults involved in the accommodation process. Additionally, both Trudgill and Mesthrie also comment on the process of reallocation, in which features that have been retained from contributing dialects take on new meanings or functions within the new dialect.*Dialect levelling is similar to language death. The marked form or/and unnecessary linguistic features will be eliminated. That dialect will be induced or converged to the more powerful dialect and  finally disappeared. Dialect levelling or dialect leveling refers to the assimilation, mixture and/or eradication of certain dialects, often due to language standardisation. Dialect levelling has been observed in most languages with large amounts of speakers after the industrialisation and modernisation of the area or areas in which they are spoken.Dialect levelling has been defined as the process by which structural variation in dialects is reduced,[1] “the process of eliminating prominent stereotypical features of differences between dialects”,[2] “a social process [that] consists in negotiation between speakers of different dialects aimed at setting the properties of, for example, a lexical entry,” [3] “the reduction of variation between dialects of the same language in situations where speakers of these dialects are brought together,” [4] “the eradication of socially or locally marked variants (both within and between linguistic systems) in conditions of social or geographical mobility and resultant dialect contact”,[5] and the “reduction...of structural similarities between languages in contact”, of which “interference and convergence are really two manifestations”.



4) Negators behave differently, using by more 
conscious, ‘bor’ is very strong. 

• [bor] is very consistently used by NT people. 
 

• [mai] is only found in an outlier who might perform in 
accordance with the  BKK Thai dialect.  

 
• Thus, the characteristic and the distribution of 

variation of negators are different from phonological 
features. They might be employed by during more 
conscious rather than less conscious speech, like 
phonological features.  

 
• Grammatical variables, have traditionally been viewed 

as features which mark social differences more 
dramatically than phonological ones. (Chambers 2003: 
57 cited in Tagliamote, 2005: 205). 
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9. Conclusions 
 1) Female -Yong might become a leader of linguistic change to 

adapt to BKK Thai dialect. They perform hypercorrection in 
both ways. 

     2) Males are more conservative.  
 3) At some point, the system of (r) of [r-1] (conform to BKK) 

and (Cr) of [Cl] (reject BKK) distribution across multi-social 
variables contradict each other. It seem to be mixed. it might 
be the other process as either koineization or dialect 
levelling. 

 4) Negator, [bor] is still the categorical form used by the NT 
people in general and [mai] is merely performed by the 
outlier. This might be because grammatical categories might 
be determined or selected to performed more consciously 
rather than phonological features. 40 
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